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Amara Brown Interview Solution
495

From Cecila’s Card:

From Davina’s Card:



Father Matthews’ Note
The Sinner is Davina



Guestbook Message
Meet me at the shed. The time is a piece of cake.



Guestbook Unlock

shed2



Cake Topper
2:00



Daisy Puzzle
Five bouquets of hollyhock John



Flowers For Purchase Puzzle
Weed

Cocaine

Heroin

Meth

Opium

The petals on the flower indicate which letters to pull. Example the flower by Marigolds

has six petals, so pull every sixth letter.



Translation Of The Note From

Groom’s Suite

J.V. drug drop at two



Wedding Program Puzzle:
Cecilia and James are married to each other.

Peter is single.

Hugh is with Lizzy.

Rebecca isn’t married to anyone in the bridal party but is married.



Vision Board Puzzle
At the bar

Using the “Something old, Something blue” note, you should get the following squares

and pair them to the white and black letters.



Wine Cooler Unlock

933

3 Bridesmaids x 3 Groomsmen = 9

2 items exchanged in ceremony + 1 responsorial psalm = 3

3 readings

= 933



How Everyone Is Eliminated

Rebecca:

Rebecca is eliminated due to not being able to be in the groom’s suite because of her

allergy to dahlias. It’s explained in Amara’s unlock.

Iris:

Iris is eliminated by the explanation that Duncan gives you about her going to the

Maroon District to do a drug drop.

James Vance:

He’s eliminated by the note “I do, I do” it says “J.V. drug drop at two”. At this point, you

may or may not know who James is meeting. Iris and James were meeting. Therefore, He

couldn’t have been there. Neither could she.

Cecilia:

Cecilia is eliminated by answering the question to call the priest, Father Matthews, who

tells you that Cecilia was on the phone with him at the time of the murder.

Peter McGowan:

Peter is eliminated by the photos taken on disposable cameras. They’re developed with

the timestamp that tells you he was there at that time, drinking and partying, in the

reception hall.

Lizzy, Hugh, and Davina:



The confirmation for all of these is that Davina and Hugh were supposed to be meeting.

Davina showed up at the meeting place and le� at 2:26 because Hugh never arrived. But

it turns out that was because Hugh and Lizzy were arguing, and you overhear that that

happened when you run into Davina and Hugh arguing a�er you unlocked the bar. You

find Davina’s note from the cake and the guestbook. You’ll find that Hugh and Lizzy are

dating in the program.



Everyone’s Number Matching
Davina is #1

You match Davina up in the wine unlock from Hugh saying that she’s his number one.

Lizzy is #8

You match Lizzy up in the wine unlock because Hugh tells Davina Lizzy is upset about

being the last bridesmaid meaning she would be a�er Cecilia and Rebecca.

Hugh is #5

Hugh is You match up the best man in the shed unlock because he’s #5.



Rebecca is #6

You match up Rebecca from the Amara unlock. Amara tells you that Rebecca comes

a�er Cecilia.

Cecilia #4

James #7

In Father Matthews’ unlock, he tells you what number they were.

Peter is #9

You match up Peter to 9 because he writes that on something in the picture in the vision

board unlock .



Iris is #12

Duncan’s unlock tells you that Iris was number 12.



Eliminated All The Suspects

Unlock
5210



Poem Puzzle
Truth



Solved All The Puzzles? Card
gavintruth


